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Abstract. A digital method for shape measurement of objects with ar
bitrary and diffuse-scattering surfaces is experimented. It is based on 
consecutive illumination with phase-shifted interference patterns and dig
ital processing of light, reflected from the reference ( etalons) and measured 
surface. The coordinates of the points are given by difference phasemap 
modulus ir with high accuracy - the theoretical and experimental results 
obtained are in good agreement . The advantages in comparison with other 
methods are shown. 

Pe3IOMe. Pa3pa6oTaH UHcj>poBoil: MeTo,u H3MepeHHJI cj>opM.bl o6beKTOB c 
.l{Hcj>y3H0-0Tpalf<aIOIUeil: IIOBepXl!OCTbIO. OH OCHOBblBaeTCJI Ha IIOCJie,l{O
BaTeJibHOM OCBeIUel!HH c HHTepcj>epen<rnoil: KapTHHOH c <jla30B.blMH C,l{BH
raMH Melf<,uy i3KCII03HUHJIMH H UH<jlpoBOH o6pa60TKOH HHTel!3HTeTa CBe
Ta, OTpaJt<el!l!Oro OT orropl!OH ( aTaJIOJ!H.ble) H H3MepJieMOH IIOBepXHOC
TH. Koop,l{Hl!aT.bl TO'JeK IIOBepXl!OCTH o6beKTa IIOJIY'IaIOTCJI OT pa3HOC
TJ!OH <jla30BOH KapTHH.bl MO,l{yJIJI 11" c BblCOKOH TO'IHOCTbIO - IIOJIY'IeH
}[.b[e i3KC1IepHMeHTaJibH.ble pe3yJibTaTbl COOTBeTCTBYIOT TeopeTH'JeCKHM. 
IloKa3aH.bl rrpeHMymecTBa MeTO,l{a IIO cpaBHeHHIO c ,upyrHMH MeTO,l{aMH 
H3MepeHHJI <jlopM.bl o6beKTOB. 

1. Introduction . 
The great variety of optical methods for contouring and shape measurement con-
firms the importance of this task, as well as the difficulties that must be overcome 

in order to solve it. Without going into details about holographic methods - two
wave, immersion, moire, etc. [1-7], we shall emphasize their basic drawback -

the necessity of holographic recording. In some cases, this is not just difficult, but 

merely impossible. That is why classical moire methods - shadow and especially 

projection moire, are preferable for investigating real objects [8,9). Their basic 
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shortcoming is the relatively limited sensitivity and the difficulties, regarding the 
automated moiregram processing. 

The method of interference pattern projection on the investigated surface, gone 
into oblivion in recent years, can overcome the above difficulties. This method was 
proposed in 1967 [10] and elaborated later by a number of authors. In the essence 
it belongs to moire methods. The interference pattern, falling on the object, is gen
erated by a coherent light source - laser and adjustable Michelson interferometer, 
and the result is in the form of moire fringes, obtained by the superposition of two 
intereference patterns - nonmodulated and modulated with the object shape. A 
major advantage of the method is the possibility of varying the frequency of the 
projected interference pattern in broad limits that affects favorably the accuracy 
and dynamic range of the measurements. 

The aim of the present work is to investigate the effect of phase-shifting in the 
illuminating interference pattern and digital processing of the reflected light from 
the objects. 

' 2. Principles 

The setup for object shape measurement is shown in Fig. 1. The interference pat
tern is generated by collimated laser light and adjustable Michelson interferometer, 
whose one mirror is mounted on a phase-shifting device. The spacing d between 
the interference fringes is determined by the formula: 
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Fig. 1. Setup for object shape measurement 
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where A is the light wavelength, and I is the angle between the two interfering 
beams. 

According to the analysis in [1], the intensity distribution in the interference 
pattern in the xy-plane can be presented as 

where 

/1 = 1 + coscp1 

27rx cos a 
'Pl= dcos(3 · 

a is the angle of illumination, (3 is the angle of observation. 

(1.2) . 

(1.3) 

The intensity distribution on the surface of the investigated object is modulated 
by the shape of the object z(x, y): 

(1.4) 

where 

_ [27rxcosa _ 2u(x,y)(tana+tan(3)cosa] 
'P2 - d cos (3 d . (1.5) 

The resulting intensity is 

[ 
<p1-<p2 cp1+cp2] l=Ii+h=2 l+cos 

2 
·cos 

2 
. (1.6) 

Expression (6) is the classical description of the moire method, in which the 
fast-oscillating term, containing the sum of the phases, is modulated by the slow
oscillating term of the phase difference, containing information about the coordi
nates of the investigated surface 

'Pl - 'P2 
2 

u(x, y)(tan a+ tan (3) cos a 
d 

(1.7) 

The moire fringes are the regions with minimum contrast of the interference 
pattern, hence: 

u( x, y)(tan a+ tan (3) cos a 
d 

(2N + l)7r 
2 

where N = 0, 1, 2, ... is the number of the corresponding moire fringe. 
From (7) and (8) it follows that 

(2N + l)d 
z(x, y) = ) 2(tan a+ tan(3 cos a 

'Pl - 'P2 d 
7r 2(tan a+ tan (3) cos a· 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

The immediate conclusion from the above analysis is that, in order to determine 
the coordinates of the points on the surface of the investigated object, it is essential 
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to determine the phase difference of the light intensity distribution reflected from 
the surface. The subsequent phase-shift of 7r /2 and 37r /2 in (2) and ( 4) ensures 
the exact determination of sp1 and ip2 , and hence (ip1 - tp2), in a manner similar to 
those described in [6,11]: 

t [ 
I1 ,2 ['P1,2 + (37r/2)] - li,2 ['P1 ,2 + (7r/2)] ] (l lO) 

'Pl 2 = arc an . . 
, 2I1,2 ['P1,2] - Ii,2 ['P1,2 + (37r/2)] - Ii,2 ['P1,2 + (7r/2)] 

What is important here is that the phase difference is determined very accu
rately and the ambiguity in its sign, and hence, the ambiguity in the sign of the 
z-coordinate of the object is eliminated. 

3. Experimental Verification 

The experimental verification of the proposed method for object shape measure
ment by projecting phase-shifted interference patterns and digital processing of the 
images is accomplished with a CCD camera (512x275 pixels) and a 6-bit frame 
grabber, providing digitization with 64 grey scales. A 30 mW He-Ne laser is uti
lized. The interference fringes' spacing is d = 5 mm, the angle of illumination is 
a = 20° and the angle of observation f3 = 20°. The phase-shift between the consec
utive interference patterns is set with an accuracy of ±7r /100 rad . The numerical 
computations take about 15 min on a 16-bit PC XT. 

a b 

c d 

Fig. 2. Measurement of a plane slope: a) typical illumination of the plane with an 
interference pattern ; b) phasemap modulus ir of the reference (etalon) plane; c) phasemap 
modulus 7r of the tilted plane; d) p_hasemap modulus 7r of the phase difference (slope of 
the plane) 
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a b 

c d 
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Fig. 3. Shape measurement of 3-D objects: a) typical illumination of the cylindrical 
shell with th e interference pattern; b) typical illumination of the "defected" cylindrical 
shell with the interference pattern; c) phasemap modulus Jr of the cylindrical shell; d) 
pha.&emap modulus Jr of the "defected" cylindrical shell; e) phasemap modulus Jr of the 
difference between the cylindrical shell and a plane; !) phasemap modulus Jr of the dif
ference between the ' defected" cylindrical shell and a plane; g) phasemap modulus Jr of 
the difference between the two cylindrical shells; h) comparative moiregram of tfte two 
cylindrical shells 
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Initially, a diffuse-scattering screen is placed in the xy-plane and is illuminated 
with an interference pattern shown in Fig. 2a. The reflected light field is digitized 
and stored for three values of the phase shift of the interference pattern - 0, 7r /2, 
and 37r/2. Phase <.p1, calculated by formula (10), is depicted by modulus 7r in Fig. 
2b. The values of cp1 are stored and used in the subsequent calculations. 

In the first experiment, the slope of the diffuse-scattering screen was determined 
after tilt-translation of one of its edges in the direction of the z-axis. Using the 
above procedure, phase cp 2 is determined and is presented by modulus 7r in Fig. 2c. 
According to ( 7) and ( 9), the difference ( cp1 - cp2 ), corresponding to the slope of the 
tilted screen z(x, y) with an accuracy of a constant factor, is displayed by modulus 
7r in Fig. 2d. From (9), it follows that 2N + 1 = ( cp1 - cp2)/7r. This means that one 
moire fringe corresponds to two zones in the change of (cp1 - cp2 ) by modulus 7r. 

In next objects are two identical cylindrical shells, placed consecutively in one 
and the same manner o·n their bases in the xz- and xy-planes and illuminated with 
the same interference pattern (Fig. 3a, b). There is a defect on the surface of one 
of them. The phase difference is determined as shown above. A corresponding 
phasemaps modulus 7r of the cylindrical shells is shown in Figs 3c, d. Figs 3e, 
f illustrate the differences in their coordinates relative to the xy-plane. Fig. 3g 
shows the difference in the coordinates of the two cylindrical shells. Here, only the 
difference between the two shells, due to the defect, is visualized and measured. For 
comparative purposes, Fig. 3h displays the moiregram from the two interference 
patterns (Fig. 3a, b). 

4. Conclusions 

The present work demonstrates theoretically and experimentally the possibility of 
measuring the shape of diffuse-scattering real objects by illumination with phase
shifted interference patterns and computer processing of the reflected light field. 
The proposed method allows variation of the dynamic range and accuracy in broad 
limits. The photographs are taken directly from the TV monitor screen, no software 

. smoothing and filtering being performed. The agreement with the theoretical pre
dictions is extremely good. Neglecting the areas of ambiguity and strong noise, due 
to limitations, imposed by image capturing, digitization and accumulated computa
tion error, especially in the zones along sharp change of the phases' modulus 7r, the . 
measurement accuracy along the z( x, y) coordinates exceeds considerably that of 
the classical moire method. This is confirmed by the results in Figs 3g, h. It should 
be noted that each value of the signal in the difference phasemaps bears information 
about the z-coordinates of the objects with the relevant sign. The measurement 
accuracy is governed basically by the accuracy of the phase shifts, number of pixels 
and the degree of digitization of the interference fringes. For the examples in Fig. 
3, the highest accuracy is achieved for the central zone of the cylindrical shells. 
The difference between the coordinates Llz(x, y) = z(O, 25) - z(O, -25) ~ 1.5 mm 
is expressed by the difference phasemaps with a phase difference close to 7r rad. 
At 32 grey levels of the signal, the measurement accuracy for the particular region 
exceeds ±0.05 mm, that is substantially less than the average roughness of the sur-
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face (±0.15 mm). In our case, other sources of error are the inaccuracy of angles 
a, (J, /,laser instability, vibrations, turbulence, etc., all of which are reduced to a 
minimum. The phasemaps could also be presented by modulus 27r, but we preferred 
to use modulus 7r, mainly for the sake of simplicity, and the twice higher density of 
the phase changes. The data from the difference phasemaps can be used directly 
for unwrapping - visualization and graphic presentation of the volume shapes. 

In principle, the limitations for the practical implementation of the proposed 
method are similar to those in the other moire and contouring methods - shad
owing, depth of focus of the viewing system, etc. The further development of the 
method demands the utilization of photosensors with higher resolution and fast 
computers provi~ing real-time measurements of moving and living objects. It may 
be expected that the method can be applied for measuring normal displacements 
and deformations. Like moire methods, it may be used for measuring large objects 
after some modifications, planned for future investigations. 
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